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Abstract

How-to train effective classifiers on huge amount of multimedia data is clearly a
major challenge that is attracting more and more research works across several com-
munities. Less efforts however are spent on the counterpart scalability issue: how to
apply big trained models efficiently on huge non annotated media collections ? In this
paper, we address the problem of speeding-up the prediction phase of linear Support
Vector Machines via Locality Sensitive Hashing. We propose building efficient hash-
based classifiers that are applied in a first stage in order to approximate the exact results
and filter the hypothesis space. Experiments performed with millions of one-against-one
classifiers show that the proposed hash-based classifier can be more than two orders of
magnitude faster than the exact classifier with minor losses in quality.

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of information acquisition technology, we have witnessed an
explosive growth in the scale of shared multimedia data collections. The need for automatic
tools to annotate and structure this huge data is still a big challenge although consistent
progress has been made in the last decade [6, 16].
The good news with the big-data shift paradigm is that it has also favored the emergence of
very large annotated image and video datasets that can be used to train real-world classifiers
with a realistic number of concepts [5, 17]. How-to efficiently train classifiers on such huge
amounts of data is clearly an important challenge attracting more and more research studies
across several communities [1, 6, 11]. But less efforts are spent on the counterpart scalabil-
ity issue: how can big trained models, involving large numbers of individual classifiers, be
efficiently applied on huge non annotated media collections ? In the context of multi-class
problems with a very high number of categories and the increasing use of multiple features,
kernels and bagging strategies, the number of individual classifiers to be applied to each me-
dia item might actually reach millions very quickly. Cloud computing will certainly have
a major role to play in applying millions of classifiers on billions of web images. Notably
because such prediction phase have low computational complexities (typically linear in the
number of documents). Nevertheless, any algorithmic efficiency improvements might help
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to save considerable resources.
In this work, we are specifically interested in speeding-up the prediction phase of Linear
Support Vector Machines. Previous research works on scalable SVMs has mainly been ded-
icated to the training phase with the objective of reducing both the processing time and the
memory requirement of the solver [7, 20]. Several studies have also proposed methods for
improving multi-class SVM efficiency for a large number of categories [3, 8, 9, 14, 19]. In
[19], for instance, the authors proposed a method to reduce the model size in the case of text
categorization and a cache-efficient implementation of multi-class linear SVMs based on a
shrunk model. In [8], Gao et al. proposed a fast multi-class evaluation method exploiting the
hierarchical structure in the label space by organizing a set of binary classifiers in a hierarchy
and pruning a subset of confusing classes in each node. In [15], authors proposed a locality-
sensitive classifier preserving the locality characteristic with improved generalization ability
on the global feature space. It models the local regions with smaller intra-class variation
by exploring the local correlation structure. Closer to our work, an efficient search method
using LSH was proposed in [10] with the objective of efficiently solving hyperplane queries
(i.e finding the closest feature points to the hyperplane) in the context of active learning.
The work presented in this paper rather uses LSH to build efficient hash-based classifiers
approximating any linear SVM and converging to the exact classification performances. We
also introduce a filter-and-refine strategy for solving large-scale multi-class problems and
show that our method can be more than two orders of magnitude times faster than the exact
linear classifier. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
formally our hash-based SVM approximation method and discusses the performance analy-
sis. In Section 3, we specify our proposed filter-and-refine strategy for approximating large
scale one-against-one multi-class SVMs. Experiments are reported in section 4. Finally we
conclude in Section 5.

2 Hash-based SVM approximation
Let h�x� be a trained linear SVM classifier defined as

h�x� � sgn�ω.x�b� (1)

We suppose that all features x >Rd are L2-normalized, so that YxY � 1.
In addition, let us denote as F , a family of binary hash functions f �Rd

� ��1,1� such that:

f �x� � sgn�w.x�
if w >Rd is a random variable distributed according to pw �N �0,I�, we get the popular LSH
function family sensitive to the inner product [4, 13]. In this case, for any two points q,v >Rd

we have:

Pr� f �q� � f �v�� � 1�
1
π

cos�1� q.v
YqYYvY� (2)

Note that any feature x can be hashed into a D-length binary hash code FD�x� by concate-
nating D hash functions from F .
Now our goal is to build an approximation of the classifier h�x� by hashing both ω (the
normal to the hyperplane of the classifier) and the features x to be classified. The basic idea
is that the inner product between x and ω can actually be estimated by a Hamming distance
between their respective hash codes FD�x� and FD�ω�, each being composed of D binary
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hash functions in F .
More formally, let us denote this Hamming distance by dH �FD�x�,FD�ω��. According to
equation 2, we know that the collision probability p�x,ω� between f �x� and f �ω� is equal
to:

p�x,ω� � Pr� f �x� � f �ω�� � 1�
1
π

cos�1� x.ω
YxYYωY� (3)

so that dH �FD�x�,FD�ω�� is a random variable distributed according to a binomial distribu-
tion B�p̄,D� where the success probability p̄ of each Bernouilli trial is equal to 1� p�x,ω�.
The expectation of dH is therefore equal to µH �D.�1� p�x,ω�� and an estimator of p�x,ω�
can be computed as:

p̂�x,ω� � 1�
dH �FD�x�,FD�ω��

D
(4)

Now that we have an estimation of the collision probability between x and ω and still ac-
cording to equation 3, we can estimate their normalized inner product κ�x,ω� � x.ω

YxYYωY
by:

κ̂�x,ω� � cos�π �1� p̂�x,ω��� (5)

Since the main hypothesis of our method was that YxY � 1, we can now derive an estimation
of our SVM classifier h�x� as:

ĥ�x� � sgn�κ̂�x,ω�YωY�b� (6)

ĥ�x� � sgn�cos�π.�1� p̂�x,ω���� b
YωY� (7)

ĥ�x� � sgn�cos�1� �b
YωY��π.�1� p̂�x,ω��� (8)

and finally

ĥ�x� � sgn�D
π

cos�1� �b
YωY��dH �FD�x�,FD�ω��� (9)

So that the initial linear SVM h�x) can be approximated by a simple range query in the Ham-
ming cube, centred around the hash code of ω .

Definition - Hash based SVM classifier
For any linear SVM classifier h�x� � sgn�ω.x�b�, and a hash function family F , we define
a Hash-based SVM classifier as :

¢̈̈
¦̈̈¤

ĥ�x� � sgn�rω,b�dH �FD�x�,FD�ω���
rω,b �

D
π

cos�1 � �b
YωY

� (10)

Theorem - Convergence of a Hash based SVM classifier
The classification results of a hash based SVM classifier ĥ�x� converge to the results of the
exact SVM classifier h�x� as the number D of binary hash functions tends to infinity.
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Proof - Let us first suppose that h�x� � �1 so that ω.x @ �b and consequently, according
to equations 3 and 10,

p�x,ω� @ 1�
1
π

cos�1� �b
YωY�� rω,b @ D�1� p�x,ω�� (11)

On the other hand, the probability pmis � Pr �ĥ�x� x h�x�� of a misclassification is equal to

pmis � Pr �ĥ�x� � 1� � Pr �dH �FD�x�,FD�ω�� @ rω,b� � FH�
rω,b��
where FH is the cumulative distribution function of the discrete random variable dH . Since dH
is distributed according to a binomial distribution B�1� p�x,ω�,D�, FH can be represented
in terms of the regularized incomplete beta function

FH�
rω,b�� � Ip�x,ω� �D� 
rω,b��,
rω,b���1�
And since 
rω,b� @ D�1� p�x,ω�� (cf. equation 11), an upper bound for the lower tail of the
cumulative distribution function FH can be derived according to Hoeffding’s inequality

FH�
rω,b�� B 1
2

exp
����2

�D�1� p�� 
rω,b��2

D

���
so that

pmis�D� B 1
2

exp��α1D�α2
1
D
�α3�

with αi A 0,¦i. Finally, the misclassification probability tends to zero when D tends to infin-
ity:

lim
D�ª

pmis�D� � 0

which proves the convergence theorem for the case h�x� � �1.

A similar demonstration leads to the same conclusion if we now suppose that h�x� � 1. In
this case, it is easier to reformulate the hash-based SVM classifier as:

ĥ�x� � sgn�d̄H �FD�x�,FD�ω����D� rω,b��
where d̄H �FD�x�,FD�ω�� � D�dH �FD�x�,FD�ω�� is the Hamming distance to the two’s
complement of FD�ω�. So that d̄H is distributed according to a binomial distribution B�p�x,ω�,D�
rather than B�1� p�x,ω�,D�. The probability of a misclassification is then equal to

pmis � Pr �ĥ�x� � �1� � Pr �d̄H �FD�x�,FD�ω�� @ D� rω,b� � F̄H�D� �rω,b��
where F̄H is the cumulative distribution function of the binomial discrete random variable d̄H .
On the other hand, h�x� � 1, now implies that D� �rω,b� B Dp�x,ω� and we can therefore
still apply Hoeffding’s inequality leading in this case to:

pmis�D� B 1
2

exp
����2

�Dp��D� �rω,b���2

D

���
and finally

lim
D�ª

pmis�D� � 0
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2.1 Performance analysis
Applying a Hash-based SVM classifier ĥ�x� with a brute-force scan instead of the exact
classifier h�x� does not change the prediction complexity, which is still O�N� in the number
of images to classify. Performance gains are more related to memory usage and the overall
speed when a very large number of classifiers have to be applied simultaneously (which is
often the case when dealing with a large number of classes). Within our implementation, the
space requirement of a single exact classifier is actually SSV M � 12�8d bytes when using a
double precision for ω and b. On the other hand, the space requirement of a single Hash
based SVM classifier is SHBMS � 6� D

8 bytes. With the typical values d � 1000 and D � 256
bits used in our experiments, the memory usage required by Hash based SVM classifiers is
about 200 times lower than the exact classifiers.
The second main advantage is to speed up the computation of the classification function. A
Hamming distance on typically D � 256 bits can be much faster than an inner product on
high-dimensional data with a double precision (particularly when benefiting from pop-count
assembler instructions).

3 Filter-and-refine strategy
In this section, we propose a filter-and-refine strategy for approximating a one-against-one
linear multi-class SVM with a large number of categories and a large dataset to be classified.
Let us first introduce some notations. We consider a dataset X of N feature vectors x in
Rd that needs to be classified efficiently across a set C of K classes ck. We then consider a
one-against-one linear multi-class SVM H�x� that is assumed to have been trained to solve
this classification problem. H�x� is defined as

H�x� � argmax
ck>C

#�hk, j S hk, j�x� � 1� (12)

where hk, j represents the K�K�1�~2 one-against-one classifiers (ck vs c j) defined by:

hk, j�x� � sgn�ωk, j.x�bk, j� (13)

Thanks to our hash-based SVM approximation method, each hk, j can be approximated by an
efficient hash-based binary classifier ĥk, j�x� such that:

ĥk, j�x� � sgn�κ̂�x,ωk,j�Zωk,jZ�b� (14)

And finally, a hash-based multi-class SVM (HBMS) can be computed as

Ĥ�x� � argmax
ck>C

#�ĥk, j S ĥk, j�x� � 1� (15)

3.1 Filtering step
Now we propose to use the approximate classifier Ĥ�x� as a filtering tool rather than as a
strict classifier. Instead of keeping only the best class as in equation 15, we keep the top-k
classes as potential solutions for the refinement step. We denote by Ck�x� the set of k classes
returned by this filtering step for all x > X. Note that k is supposed to be relatively small
compared to K so that

k�k�1� @@ K�K�1� (16)
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3.2 Refinement step

Now that we have a reduced set of hypotheses for each x >X, we can refine the classification
by applying an exact multi-class SVM on the remaining classes. This is simply done by
using the k�k�1�~2 one-against-one classifiers computed in the initial classifier H�x�. Our
final approximate classifier can therefore be expressed as:

Ĥk�x� � argmax
cm>Ck

#�hm, j S ĥm, j�x� � 1� (17)

Note that the complexity of this step is O�k�k�1�� whereas the complexity of both the initial
classifier H�x� and the hash-based classifier Ĥ�x� is O�K�K �1��. Therefore, if we have
k�k�1� @@ K�K�1� then the cost of the refinement step is negligible.

3.3 Extension to bagging

We propose to use ensemble classifiers with bagging in the binary-class-level. Indeed, bene-
fiting from bootstrapping and aggregation, bagging [2] lowers both the variance and the bias
component of the error. Tailored to SVM [12] it has been shown that notably in the case
of multi-class classification SVM ensembles outperform a single SVM in terms of accuracy
[18]. For each binary classifier involving ck vs c j classes, we consider B bootstrap indepen-
dently trained SVMs aggregated via a majority voting technique. Let Ĥi, i >�1,2, ...,B� be the
decision function of the ith hash-based multi-class SVM in the ensemble and p�k, j > �ck,c j�

p�k, j � argmax
cp>�ck,c j�

#�iSĤi�x� � cp� (18)

the winning class among the bootstrap samples. Then, our ensemble approximates classifier
can be expressed as:

Ĥbagging�x� � argmax
p�k, j S�ck,c j�>C

#�p�k, j� (19)

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental setup

Experiments were performed on an Intel Xeon 5560 CPU (2.8 GHz) with 46G of main
memory. We used the ImageNet-BOF dataset [5] provided within the ImageNet PASCAL
VOC Large Scale Visual Recognition 2010 Challenge. It consists of a set of 1.2 M 1000-
dimensional Bags of SIFT Features annotated with 1000 class labels. Linear SVM classifiers
were trained using the efficient solver of the popular LIBLINEAR1 library with the default
parameter value C = 1. We performed the training of all one-against-one classifiers with 50
random examples per category over 20 bootstrap samples (resulting in a total of about 10
million classifiers). The set X of N � 50K test pictures to be classified is the one provided in
the testbed. The effectiveness of the classifiers are measured according to the mean accuracy,
i.e. the number of correctly classified images divided by N.

1http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/liblinear/
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4.2 Convergence of Hash-based multi-class SVM
Figure 1 illustrates the convergence of Hash-based multi-class SVM classifiers (indepen-
dently from the filter-and-refine strategy) for K � 300 random categories and 20 bootstrap
samples. It shows that the accuracy of Hash-based multi-class classifiers converges to that of
the exact one-against-one classifiers as the hash code’s length increases. About D � 4096 bits
are required to approximate well individual classifiers well. With this setting, the average
prediction time of the hash-based SVM is about 3.5 times faster than the exact linear SVM.
As we will see below, smaller hash codes can be used with the filter-and-refine strategy.

Figure 1: Exact vs Hash-based SVM

4.3 Filter-and-refine strategy evaluation
Figure 2 shows the convergence of the Hash-based multi-class SVM when using the filter-
and-refine strategy (still with K � 300 random classes). It shows that the accuracy converges
to that of the exact classifier when increasing either the number of bits or the number of
filtered classes k. When k � 30 classes (i.e k � K~10) are passed to the refinement step, only
128 bits are sufficient to approximate the exact classifier very well. When k � 3 classes (i.e k �
K~100), the classifier can be well approximated with 2048 bits. Figure 3 illustrates the mean
accuracy of HBMS vs that of the exact multi-class classifier for a varying number of k classes
and an increasing number of bits. We notice that HBMS outperforms the exact multi-class
classifier and from D � 512 bits and typically k � 9 the accuracy does not improve anymore.
Indeed, the accuracy improvement might be a result of a better generalization ability owing to
refinement step with the best top-k classes obtained with our SVM approximation classifier
in the filtering step. According to results, small hash codes and a small number of classes
can be used to approximate the exact classifier well.

4.4 Scalability evaluation
Table 1 shows the impact of the number of classes on the accuracy of the exact multi-class
SVM compared to that of the hash-based multi-class SVM with different hash code sizes
and numbers of classes used in the refinement step. Let r � k~K denotes the kept classes rate.
The classes used for each value of K were selected at random from the 1000 initial classes.
We ideally would need to average these results over several samples of K classes but the
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Figure 2: Exact Multi-class SVM vs Filter-and-refine method

Figure 3: Exact Multi-class SVM vs Filter-and-refine method

expensive computation time of the exact SVM makes it a tricky task. We were not able to
achieve one complete run with the exact classifier on more than 600 classes as exact SVM
classifiers models could not fit in memory. Anyway, we believe the table is still convincing
that the increasing number of categories does not affect more the accuracy of the Hash-
based multi-class SVM than that of the exact classifier. We performed the prediction on the
total testing set for a selected number of classes. In the available time, for more than 500
categories we used 5000 randomly selected images from the testing set and 10 images per
category for the 1000 categories.
Figure 4 shows the average processing time per image of the hash-based filtering step for

an increasing number of classes and varying hash code sizes. The figure clearly shows that
the hash-based classifiers are much more efficient than the exact classifiers. For 600 classes,
the filtering time is 21 times faster with 4096 bits and 221 times faster with 256 bits. This
big gap in the processing time is not only due to the faster computation of the Hamming
distances. It is also related to the larger memory requirement of the exact Multi-class SVM,
which leads to many cache outputs and finally to swapping for large number of classes. The
cost of the refinement step mainly depends on the number k of filtered classes. Experiments
confirmed that its processing time is roughly �K

k �2
times faster than the exact multi-class
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Nb. categories Exact SVM Filter-and-Refine
D � 256 bits

r � 0.1
D � 512 bits

r � 0.01
D � 1024 bits

r � 0.03
D � 2048 bits

r � 0.01
50 0.3208 0.3312 0.2492 0.3344 0.2964
100 0.2314 0.2426 0.1722 0.2376 0.2128
200 0.1597 0.1722 0.1403 0.1713 0.1635
300 0.1341 0.1464 0.1226 0.1403 0.1359
500 0.1069 0.1149 0.1054 0.1169 0.1072
600 0.0922 0.1078 0.0926 0.1018 0.0990

1000 Ì Ì 0.0693 0.0724 0.0745

Table 1: Filter-and-refine strategy accuracy vs exact multi-class SVM accuracy.

Figure 4: HBMS prediction time vs exact multi-class SVM prediction time

SVM. Figure 5 shows the average processing time per image for the filter-and-refine method
for varying rates of passed classes to the refinement step and hash code lengths. To achieve
very high accuracy with typically k � K~10 and D � 256 bits (still with 600 classes), the cost
of the refinement step is preponderant and the whole filter-and-refine strategy is roughly 10
times faster. If moderate losses in quality are tolerated with typically k �K~100 and D � 512
bits, then the cost of the whole filter-and-refine strategy is roughly equal to the cost of the
filtering step and the whole filter-and-refine strategy is 110 times faster.

Figure 5: Filter-and-refine prediction time vs exact multi-class SVM prediction time
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5 Conclusion and perspectives
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time LSH has been used to build approximate
versions of linear SVMs trained beforehand. As shown in our experiments, the resulting
hash-based classifiers can be more than two orders of magnitude faster than exact linear
multi-class SVMs. Future work will address the problem of indexing the hash-based classi-
fiers rather than using a brute-force scan, notably in the context of hierarchical class labels.
Another perspective is to extend this work to the kernel trick by using recent hash functions
dedicated to kernelized feature spaces.
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